Paris, le 12 XII 1972

Institut Pasteur
25, RUE DU DOCTEUR ROUX
(XVe Arrond)
Téléphone : 566-58-00

Dear [Name],

Libéréconyour

with kind regards,

[Signature]
I receive today in Barrymore, 16630 (66650) you letter of october 12th. On your no.
by 25th I am obliged to answer in manuscript.
and do hope that my handwriting will not have too.

I have ten.

Of course the use of such as a generic name is forbidden by the rule. And when
a number of virologists have not accepted.
They return to the right on hybrids of
words and of right. In doing so they hope to succeed in imposing names while
violate the rule, because these new will be
in one long enough... Nothing can be done against this oblique procedure which shows
a total disregard of the law and nonetheless
totally lack of discipline.

Why then rule it they usually good to be
interpreted?
Also ignore the base of systematics and define louse monodictions with systematics.

I have written a long article on the subject and have resigned from the ICN. I find painting more rewarding than my present and under circumstances I would be pleased to answer any other questions (which to link in Paris later).

With regards

[Signature]

[Handwritten note]

P.S. Please feel free to circulate this letter to all it may concern.